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Looking at the Beta 

Market Review KLCI Index 

• KLCI performed better than expected for the month of 
May, surpassing KLCI’s resistance level of 1050 points 
to reach a peak of 1059.88 points before retracing to 
1037.09 points when Malaysia announced a 
contraction of 6.2% for its 1Q09 GDP, the worst since 
Asian Financial Crisis in 1997. KLCI closed at 1044.11 
points, surged 5.4% month-on-month (MoM).      

• CPO prices closed mixed as Malaysia’s MPOB 
anticipated that palm oil prices could trade at around 
RM2,600/tonne until August,  attributed by the 
continued strong exports and falling stock levels. Palm 
oil closed at RM2,608/tonne, declining by 3.7% MoM. 

• Crude Oil rose above USD65/barrel for the first time in 
six months after Saudi Arabia’s oil minister said oil is 
likely to touch USD75/barrel by the end of this year as 
Asian demand has begun to recover amid economic 
growth. Crude oil price closed the month at 
USD66.31/barrel, rose 29.7%. 

• Malaysia’s Ringgit weakened after reported worse 
than expected GDP growth data for 1Q09. Also, Asian 
currencies fell as North Korea’s nuclear arms test 
prompted investors to seek refuge in the US dollar. 
The Ringgit closed at RM3.4945/USD, depreciating by 
1.8% MoM.   

 

 
 
Source : Bloomberg 

Corporate Moves 

• Malaysia’s GDP contracted 6.2% in 1QFY09, the worst quarterly since period 1997-98 Asian Financial crisis, 
following a sharp drop in manufacturing output and exports. The Government revised its GDP forecast for 2009 to 
between -4% to -5%, from a range of -1% to 1% projected earlier. 

• Malaysia's manufacturing sales fell 25.5% YoY in March FY09 to RM36.6bil due to drop in refined petroleum 
products (-37%), computer & peripherals (-41%), chemical (-49%), steel & iron (-42%) & electronics (-28%). 
Meanwhile, the manufacturing sector’s productivity (measured by sales value of manufactured products per 
employee) contracted by a larger magnitude of 19.8% YoY in March compared with -18.1% in February. 

• Maybank’s 3QFY09 net profits fell 34% and 31% lower YoY and QoQ, respectively. Annualised net profits were 
within consensus. Opex rose 32% YoY due to the consolidation of Bank Internasional Indonesia. Gross NPLs rising 
1% QoQ. 

Equity Market Outlook and Strategy Market Indices and Sectoral Performance 

• The market is expected to continue its upward trend 
for the month of June as sentiment amongst investors 
continue to improve on the back of expected positive 
newsflow such as the indication from our Prime 
Minister that the economy should recover in the 
second half of the year driven by its RM67bil stimulus 
spending and also better than expected global 
economic data indicating that the worst may be over. 

• We will be buying on any market weakness, as the 
KLCI retreats towards the 980 to 1000 support levels, 
with gradual accumulation of high beta benchmark 
stocks. 

• We will also take the opportunity to sell on market 
strength, our holdings in the lower beta and illiquid 
stocks.  

 

 

 Indices Closing

31-May-09 1 mth 3 mths YTD

Composite 1,044.11 5.39% 17.23% 19.09%

FBMEMAS 6,984.21 6.76% 19.45% 21.96%

FBM Syariah 7,340.85 6.59% 20.61% 23.38%

Consumer Products 305.29 0.65% 6.49% 8.25%

Industrial Products 82.52 11.03% 11.96% 23.39%

Construction 200.22 5.60% 14.78% 21.95%

Trading Services 141.85 6.06% 14.29% 20.30%

Finance 8,004.49 6.17% 9.07% 17.86%

Properties 695.80 11.99% 17.23% 34.95%

Plantations 5,295.77 6.30% 11.95% 27.83%

Mining 281.68 10.32% 2.44% 21.93%

Industrial 2,322.10 2.93% 7.52% 12.51%

         % Change
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Gross Domestic Product Motor Vehicle Sales  
 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2009F 2010F

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 1Q

GDP 5.8 6.3 7.4 6.7 4.7 0.1 4.6 -6.2 -3.5 3.8

Agriculture 5.4 2.2 6.3 6.0 3.0 0.5 3.8 -4.3 1.0 2.0

Mining -2.7 3.3 3.7 -0.5 -0.3 -5.7 -0.8 -5.2 0.2 1.0

Manufacturing 7.1 3.1 7.0 5.6 1.8 -8.8 1.3 -17.6 -12.3 4.5

Construction -0.6 4.6 5.3 3.9 1.2 -1.6 2.1 0.6 -2.4 3.5

Services 7.3 9.7 8.5 8.2 7.1 5.6 7.3 -0.1 0.3 4.5

RHBRI

2008

 
 

 

 Unit %yoy Unit %yoy

Motor Vehicle Sales 41,135.00 -18.20 44,205.00 -4.80

April 09 Mar  09

 

Consumer Price Index Foreign Exchange Reserves 
 

YTD

% yoy % mom % yoy % mom % cum yoy

CPI 3.00 -0.2 3.5 -0.2 3.5

Mar 09April 09

Consumer Price Index

 
 

 

US$ (bil)

31-Mar-09 87.82

15-Apr-09 87.73

30-Apr-09 87.73

15-May-09 88.03

Months of retained 

imports

Short Term External 

Debt

4.0

Foreign Exchange Reserve

8.1 4.0

8.3 3.8

7.9 4.0

8.1

 
 

Industrial Production Index External Trade 
 

Weightage %yoy %mom %yoy %mom

IPI -14.3 6.3 -14.7 -3.7

Manufacturing 70.7 -19.6 4.0 -18.8 -0.7

Mining 23.4 -3.1 11.1 -7.3 -9.9

Electricty 6.0 -8.9 4.1 -3.0 -0.2

Industrial Production Index
Mar  09 Feb  09

 
 

 

Exports % y-o-y Imports % y-o-y
Balance 

of Trade 

Nov-08 51,787 -4.9 40,279 -8.6 11.51

Dec-08 46,069 -14.94 34,531 -22.80 11.54

Jan-09 38,270 -27.9 30,161 -30.4 8.11

Feb-09 39,587 -15.9 27,618 -27.3 11.97

Mar-09 43,646 -15.6 31,142 -28.7 12.50

External Trade

 
 

Oil Price Selected major bourses YTD performance 
 

 
 

 

 
 

US New House Sales Commodities 

 

 % yoy % mom % yoy % mom

US New Home Sales -34.0 0.3 -30.6 -0.6

April  09 Mar  09

 

 

High Low 1 mth YTD

3,708.0     1,403.5     2,552.0       2,710.0      (5.8) (17.8)

1,052.0     394.0        562.3          557.3         0.9 (32.5)

25,300.0   9,775.0     14,300.0     12,350.0    15.8 (12.9)

145.3        31.4          66.3            51.1           29.7         (30.9)

9,450.0     187.0        7,300.0       7,100.0      2.8 23.0 

Gold (USD/oz) 996.8        713.0                  976.2          897.4 8.8 16.5 

Tin (USD/tonne)

Apr-09

Rubber (sen/kg)

Palm Oil (RM/tonne)

Commodities
% Change

WTI (USD/barrel)

May-09

Cocoa (RM/tonne)

12 months 

 
 

Source : Bloomberg, RHBIM 
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BOND MARKET REVIEW, OUTLOOK AND STRATEGY 

US Treasuries. 

 

• US Treasury yields have risen over the month, 

especially along longer tenured bonds. The losses 

were driven by improved economic sentiments which 

buoyed confidence in riskier assets, placing upward 

pressure on interest rate expectations. Inflationary 

pressures are starting to return for long-dated bonds, 

especially as commodities prices surge, albeit slowly. 

The sentiments were also affected by the recent S&P 

announcement that it had lowered its outlook of the 

UK’s AAA credit rating to “negative” from stable, rising 

concerns that the US rating may suffer the same fate 

in the near term. Month-on-month, the 10-year US 

Treasury saw its yield increased by 34bps to closed at 

3.46%, while the shorter 2-year issue saw its yield 

inched up marginally by 2bps to 0.92%. 

 

 

 

Local Bond Market 

 

• In the domestic bond market, MGS yields were seen 

drifting higher earlier in the month given recent bearish 

sentiment on interest rate outlook and lingering supply 

concern. Headline inflation moderated to 3.7% in 1Q09 

(4Q08: 5.9%) and continued to moderate to 3% in 

April. The Overnight Policy Rate (OPR) was left 

unchanged at 2% for the second time, as BNM 

expects the economic prospects to improve in 2H09 on 

the back of moderating pace of decline in economic 

activity, and supported by fiscal stimulus measures 

and further progress in financial sector resolution in 

several advance countries.  

 

• Towards the end on the month, MGS yields reversed 

partially following the surprising 6.2% year-on-year 

GDP contraction in 1Q09 against consensus of -3.9%. 

This was the first contraction since 2001, mainly due to 

significant deterioration in external demand and large 

inventory drawdown particularly in the manufacturing 

and commodity sectors. Besides, Central Bank 

Governor Zeti was mindful that despite early signs of 

improvement, the weakness in 1Q09 GDP is expected 

to spill over to 2Q09 before recovering in 2H09, 

supported by fiscal stimulus and better access to 

financing. Buying interest was seen stronger after the 

government lowered its 2009 GDP forecast to a 4-5% 

contraction. Supply concern eased after the PM 

mentioned that the government has sufficient funding 

for the stimulus packages.  

 

• Month-on-month, the MGS yield curve bearish 

steepened.  By end of May, the 10-year benchmark 

settled higher at 4.27% (+31bps m-o-m). While, 3- and 

5-year MGS benchmark closed at 1 bps lower each to 

2.82% and 3.56%, respectively.   

 

• In the corporate bond market, trading activity remained 

sparse with a concentration on the high-grade 

segment. The focus remained on familiar names such 

as the AAA-rated PLUS, Rantau Abang, and 

Putrajaya. The market was still anchored by the 

liquidity issue and shortage of new pipeline supply. 

Among the new issuance, papers including Seafield 

Capital was issued, which was part of the refinancing 

structure for the earlier ELITE bonds. As usual, fund 

flows were skewed towards short and medium tenure 

bonds.  
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Outlook & Strategy 

 

• The establishment of Danajamin Nasional Bhd (Danajamin) was announced in the middle of the month as part of 

the Second Stimulus Package. This Financial Guarantee Institution (FGI) is aimed to provide credit enhancement 

to facilitate corporation with viable businesses and investment grade ratings to enhance their access to the 

Malaysian bond market. Danajamin is expected to benefit corporations with lower investment grade credit who 

require alternative financing solutions.  

 

• Although buying interest in the PDS market has improved, market sentiments are still cautious. We expect this to 

further improve, driven by improved economic sentiments which has help fed investors’ confidence and risk 

appetite. Nonetheless, we do not expect the same yield alignment and momentum magnitude towards the lower 

rated segments as most investors are likely to remain risk adverse. The establishment of the FGI would bring some 

new flavour to the Corporate Bond market but its impact will not be immediate.  

 

• Meanwhile, the MGS market still commands a good volume, but generally comprises more long term investors 

instead of traders. With the pressure of interest rate cut off the back of BNM, there seems to be little impetus to 

drive yields downward again. Volatility appears to be rangebound with some upside pressure.   

 

• In view of the above, the fund’s strategy is to maximise the returns of its investments via tactical asset allocation 

and coupon income. As a result, the fund should be able to withstand the market’s fluctuations while maintaining a 

target return which is above its benchmark. We continue to favour the short to medium term papers while being 

mindful of the liquidity and credit risk.  
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